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5Bricks
Website. www.5bricksstudio.com
Add. 201, 58 Gwangjang-ro, Gwangjin-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 540 3904 / E-mail. jshche@gmail.com

5Bricks is a professional animated contents company based in Seoul, Korea. Composed of professionals
such as writers and animators, designers and musician who have passion and love in the field of animation,
we pursue producing contents with creativity and diversity from the warm stories to the visual interesting.
Now some animated projects have been produced with from high quality and warm hearted stories to
connect and communicate with the world. One of them is a slapstick-action comedy TV series animation,
’Tata and Kuma. Also another project, ’Amazing12’ is in pre-production, which is based on a Korean
traditional tale, 12 zodiac.
Seeking : Co-production, Distribution, Investor
Screening Now ▶

Tata and Kuma

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 52 × 2.5
Genre _ Slapstic Comedy
Definition _ HD

TV Series Animation, "Tata and Kuma" follows a slapstick comedy adventure.
Tata and Kuma, and their owner May live together in the room 1004 of an ordinary apartment. However, after May
goes to work, the totally new world begins. The genius inventor hunting dog, Tata and the lazy fat cat, Kuma’s
comical fight over the comfort couch causes a great deal of trouble. In addition to that, the jelly fish alien Dingding
under the room looking for an opportunity of invasion of the living room, the mouse commando ‘Patriot Storm’ came
to obtain food, and the Kung fu boy old cellphone Chen Phong looking for revenge, and so on. Unpredictable and
comical adventure of the various characters dreaming of conquering the living room of the room 1004, and Tata and
Kuma's ridiculous fights with them is waiting.
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Amazing12

Production Year _ 2022
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comedy adventure
Definition _ HD

'Amazing12' follows a buddy comedy adventure which is based on the 12 Asian Zodiac animals. Caro the cat
and Vidal the moon bear want to be 12 animal Zodiac the who are representatives and celebs of the Animal city.
Everyday they have competitions with 12 Animals or bring funny solutions to get in. Unexpected and impassioned
Caro and a thoughtful smart boy Vidal strive for their goal, they find the way of life with true friendship and diversity
in every episodes.
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Anyzac Co., Ltd.
Website. www.anyzac.com
Add. 1F, No.115, 131 Sopa-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea, 04629
Tel. +82 (0)2 780 1382 / Fax. +82 (0)8 780 1386 / E-mail. Marketing.jo@anyzac.com

ANYZAC uses the creative mind and created contents, focusing on the balance between technology and
emotion, with the message of dreams and hope. ANYZAC’s key members have led global projects and
produced 3D animation, broadcasts, film and promotional videos. Their endeavors are based on the knowhow of multi-year animation planning and domestic/foreign co-production, and production outsourcing.
Also based on these recognized and solid planning capabilities, ANYZAC is committed to developing and
producing quality education and entertainment content that can be accessed on expanded smart platforms.
Seeking : Acquisition, Broadcaster, Distributor, OTT platform, Investor, Licensee
Screening Now ▶

ZOMBIEDUMB 2

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 52 × 3.5
Genre _ Slapstick Comedy, Non-Verbal
Definition _ Full HD

Once again comes the ridiculously funny slapstick comedy!
“Zombiedumbs meet new enemies!”
After many twist and turns, a human girl ‘Hana’ becomes friends with Zombiedumb. One day, New enemies intrude
into their peaceful life. They are the trio Zombie Hunters who plan to drive out Hana and take over the Moonstreet.
Zombie Hunters try to capture Zombiedumbs while they try to save Hana and the Moonstreet from the bad guys.
Once again comes the ridiculously funny slapstick comedy as the zombies and hunters meet as enemies only to
become friends.
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TIME TRAVELER LUKE

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Action, Fantasy, Adventure
Definition _ Full HD

‘Starts Hotel’, this hotel is known as the mecca of travelers, since all the stories and traditional relics around the
world gather here. Paul, the owner and founder of the hotel has been travelling history using the secret time traveling
elevator hidden behind the bookshelf in his study to save the relics of the world in danger.
One day, Paul's got trapped in time during his time traveling journey. Luke, the grandson of Paul notices about this
mysterious elevator and commences his time traveling journey trying to find his grandfather Paul, with the new
mission as a 'relic guardian'. But Luke meets Indiana who's also a time traveler. And Indiana wants to snatch all the
treasures of the world to get wealth and honor for himself...
Now the fight begins between Luke who tries to save the relics in the world and Indiana who tries to snatch all the
relics!!
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INAPP

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 39 × 7
Genre _ Comedy, Action
Definition _ Full HD

The world inside a smartphone never sleeps. Even when it’s not in use, the Command Center keeps a close eye on
the situation to stay alert to any problems. The Command Center exists to keep all apps working without errors. The
Phone World is in crisis! A user is experiencing a bug! Rookie cops Robin and Jacky spring into action each time
there’s an error or issue – sometimes on their own, and sometimes working as a team to fight to resolve bugs. Jacky
goes by the book, while Robin works by instinct and feeling as they work hard to protect the Phone World!
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AroundEffect Inc.
Website. www.aroundeffect.com
Add. 9
 012-5, Section Tower,M-City, 195, Baengma-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 9017 9824 / E-mail. onebob@outlook.com
AroundEffect Inc. is a company that produces pre-school contents with its own character IP called ‘The
Headers’. The content areas are TV animation, YouTube animation, and AR contents. The company was
established in 2019 and in that year, AR games were produced through government support projects.
This year’s projects include the development of AR Animation, mobile rhythm game, and 10 episodes of
Youtube Kid contents. Company’s ultimate goal is to establish a virtuous circle of using ‘The Headers’ IP
by entering OTT services with ‘The Headers’ and expanding through the Merchandise business.
Seeking : Co-production, Buyer, Licensing Agent
Screening Now ▶

The Headers

Production Year _ In production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Situation Comedy
Definition _ Full 3D HD

An amazing adventure by six upbeat friends.
“I’ve never seen anything like this before. Wow~ That sounds fun!”
Something weird happens in front of the Headers friends.
-What’s wrong? It’s not strange or afraid. It’s all fun.
-Bump here! Bump there! Having a good time while bumping into each other, our friends will know their feeling well
and understand each other better.
-Excitement, fear, shame, joy, regret and sadness...... our heart really has many different sides.
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Aurora World Corporation
Website. www.auroraworld.com
Add. Aurora Bldg. 624, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea 06175
Tel. +82 (0)2 3420 4108 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3420 4006
E-mail. team_license@auroraworld.com, team_new@auroraworld.com
Aurora World, an emerging leader in the global content industry, has been at the top of the global plush
toys market with its outstanding design and network.
Based on its global business capabilities accumulated over 40 years, Aurora World offers an extensive
range of branded and licensed products for all generations throughout its global networks located in South
Korea (H.Q.), US, UK, Germany, HK, and China.
Aurora aims to keep growing with the success of its own character brand such as “YooHoo” inspired by
endangered animals and its animated series “YooHoo to the Rescue”, a Netflix Original Series. Aurora
strives towards sustainable growth by introducing 100% recycled materials.
Seeking : Media Distributors, TV Channels, Media Platforms, Co-production

Screening Now ▶

YooHoo to the Rescue

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comedy / Adventure
Definition _ 3D animation

“YooHoo to the Rescue” follows the adventures of five animal friends living in the magical forest of YooTopia. In
each episode, they travel to a new destination on Earth to help animals in trouble. They use wit, teamwork and their
gadgets to craft creative solutions to help the animals in need. Over the course of their adventures, they learn fun
facts about Earth's various environments and make friends with many of their inhabitants.
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Simply Sally

Production Year _ In development
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Meditational Adventure
Definition _ 2D+3D CGI

"Simply Sally" is an elementary school targeted animated series that focuses on mindfulness and emotional
balancing. The story revolves around Sally Paige, a 12-year-old girl, and her pet fox Torido. Sally leads a normal life
at home and in school. Just like any 12-year-old, even the most mundane happenings such as quarrels with friends
or her chores evoke strong emotions for Sally. That’s when the meditation comes in. Whenever Sally experiences
emotional turbulence, she runs to Medi-tree. In Meditation World, Sally’s spiritual mentor Dr. Morunda helps Sally
seek counsel, wisdom, and solace through meditation.
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CampfireAniworks Co., Ltd.
Website. www.campfireani.com
Add. H
 Q: 308,60,jejung-ro,Nam-gu,Gwangju, Republic of Korea
Seoul office: 3F,52-7,Donggyo-ro19Gil,Mapo-gu,Seoul,Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 9492 3740 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6013 5677 / E-mail. campfire4524@campfireani.com
The founding members of our company worked in stable animation companies for about 10 years and then
came together to form this start-up in the hopes of telling OUR story in the way WE want. The in-house team,
composed of members above team leader status and a director, which worked together to create animations
such as Cocomong, Barnacle Lou, and BremenStar - The Movie, came out of the previous company to begin
their own start-up. Our team has experience heading global projects and we also have an extensive network with
subcontracting companies that we have worked with for over 5 years. Based on that asset, our company was
established in order to effectively carry out our project, which has both artistic and commercial value. We will fully
utilize our production know-how, which ranges from TV animations series to longer running time animations, in
addition to our stable pipeline in order to produce results that are both stable and maintain artistic value.
Seeking : Investor

Screening Now ▶

The Bigfoots on Topsy Turvy Island

Production Year _ 2019~2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy,family sitcom

A dinosaur family that everyone knows exterminated is living in a small island on the Earth! The last dinosaur living in
topsy-turvy island, Big Foots Family! We are different in appearance but we are one family. The magic volcano is the
only path to every corner of the Earth? One day a mysterious thing appears through pinball volcano path! Baseball?
What is this? What if we can not! What if we don’t know~! Big Foots Family that we watch in their own way on the
paradise!! One day they disappeared through magic volcano! Family adventure Start!~ Today exploration to the
inside of the Earth, Tomorrow a journey to under the sea! Oh? Here is the Moon? Oof? We became small! Exciting
adventure with multiple transformation The Egg house! ‘Pooh Pooh~!!’ When volcano horn sounds, it’s a time to
return. Big Foots family is exciting and interesting every day!
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CGPIXEL STUDIO, Inc.
Website. cgpixel.org
Add. 140 Suyounggangbytun-daero, Haeundae-gu, Busan, South Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7005 4002, +82 (0)10 9127 9932 / Fax. +82 (0)51 980 0353
E-mail. cgpixelstudio@gmail.com
CGPIXEL STUDIO has produced various contents including animations series, educational applications
and AR/VR. Currently we are producing the animation series ‘Kong Kong Land’ for kids. Also we have
merchandising products such as toys, apparel and shoes. Currently we are looking for animation distributor
and licensee in each territories. Also we welcome investor or co-producer.
Seeking : Co-production partner, Distribution agent, Character Licensee.

Screening Now ▶

Kong Kong Land
(Slapstick Non-dialogue)

Production Year _ 2017~2018
Eps × Min _ 12 × 2.5
Genre _ Action Comics
Definition _ Full-HD

The animal fairies were trouble makers in faraway jungle. The fairies become entangled in an incident. They are
cursed to transform into shoes and kicked out of their hometown by the chief of their tribe. And they were teleported
to Kong Kong Land.
Now animal fairies - Perry(eagle), Rodi(ladybug), Pan(panda), Crabo(crab), Mary(sheep) and Leocat(lynx) - live
in the theme park 'Kong Kong Land'. Their goal is to collect foot smell as much as they can do. Because the foot
smell is a kind of wealth and the most important resources in their environment. There is only one marble containing
compressed foot smell in the park. They want to get the marble to do what they want. Animal fairies begin to fight to
get it....
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Kong Kong Land (TV series)

Production Year _ 2019~
Eps × Min _ 26 × 12
Genre _ Edutainment
Definition _ Full-HD

Lynx fairy is an ingenious inventor, and a highly jealous fairy who believes he is the greatest fairy in the world.
Leocat takes pride in showing himself off wherever he goes. But once coming face-to-face with the animal fairies
transforming into shoes in Kong Kong Land, he get great shock at their superpowers. Leocat becomes highly jealous
of the fairies and try to uncover their secret...
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Character Factory MANGCHI
Website. www.cfmangchi.modoo.at
Add. 4F., 21, Gyeongin-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / Fax. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / E-mail. newthisstart@naver.com

character factory MANGCHI is a company of character design, character licensing, character products
selling. we have brands of Alien PPIO, black gomdung, ru and shoo, Cheer up PPUO PPUO, and A.I robot
DUBI and DUBA, red blood. We want to make animation by co-production with our i.p .
Seeking : Investors, Broadcasters, Distributors, Co-Producers

Screening Now ▶

Black gomdung

Production Year _ i.p
Eps × Min _ 13 × 26
Genre _ sitcom

the story is about a small daily life of a timid asiatic black bear, black gomdung and a chick friend KKatalina. Black
gomdung is bigger than a hat and is not well dressed because of its size. They left the mountain and came down
to the city because of natural destruction. The timid and faithful black bear, gomdung and the fussy and decisive
KKatalina, and ai robot - several arms run the cafe well in city.
We are going to show you the lives of modern people by the various animals that come to cafe of the black gomdung.
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Chungdahm Media Inc.
Website. https://cereels.com/
Add. BSTower 6F, 162, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea 04791
Tel. +82 (0)2 6078 6109 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6078 6199 / E-mail. michelle@chungdahmmedia.com

‘Chungdahm Media’, an affiliate of ‘Chungdahm Learning’ which is Korea's leading ESL company, started
with creating storytelling content that organically combines language and art to promote creativity. We
are producing a various type of contents targeting the short-form content market, which is expected to
grow about 4 times more than a market size of 2019, with a scale of about 13.3 billion dollars in 2020.
We are developing creative storytelling contents by several teams composed of best talented writer from
Ivy League in the US and Russell Group in the UK, professional musicians of various music genre and
excellent animator. This is how we can make content with a wide variety of genres of stories, music, and
artistic styles. Our BI ‘CeREELs’, which means it has many type and easy to access like ‘cereals’ eaten as
breakfast, and has great nutritional content.
Seeking : Acquisition, Investor, Distributor, Co-production Partner

Screening Now ▶

CeREELs

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 5 × 1.5 (15 Titles)
Genre _ Entertainment, Omnibus
Definition _ HD

We make a story seasonal. A season consists of 5 to 7 episodes, each episode being 60 to 180 seconds long. We
plan to make 40 seasons in 2020. We are pursuing diversity, and as a result, CeREELs are very different from the
other short form. CeREELs has three categories: RAP, Prose Poem, and Classics according to our original story and
music genre. Specifically, it can be said to be an animation created by combining various musical genres, such as
RAP, POP, RnB, Musical, Rock, etc., based on a brand new created story or an adaptation of a well-known classic
from a new perspective. In addition, stories of CeREELs has been written in simple and refined English sentences
from the early stage and it makes CeREELs content is not limited by age, gender and country. Because of the
diversity of our contents, collaboration with artists such as painters and singers are possible and is being discussed.
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COCKTAIL MEDIA CORP.
Website. www.cocktailmedia.co.kr/
Add. RM 401, 243, Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 0397 / Fax. +82 (0)70 7500 0402 / E-mail. com

Cocktail Media Co., Ltd. A New Chapter to Leading Contents Has Started. Cocktail Media Co., Ltd. made
a big hit by producing the animation "Shinbi Apartment" with CJ ENM, and produced its own project, Bugs
Bot. Cocktail Media Co., Ltd. is pursuing changes appropriate for the new media era based on innovation
to grow into a global content company. From Animation to Games High potential in global IP business
our Cocktail Media heads for 100-year-old company. Making a New Leap Forward, Our Next Stage is the
World Market.
Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, Licensing Agent
Screening Now ▶

GALAXY X

Production Year _ 2020-2021
Eps × Min _ 52 × 10
Genre _ 2D Animation
Definition _ TV series, Full HD

Nemesis, the monster of the universe who absorbed the lived of countless stars.
With the efforts of the Universal Union against it, Nemesis ended up sealed in the ‘Star of Death’.
Tens of thousands of years have passed since Nemesis was sealed in the ‘Star of Death’...
The ‘Star of Death’ begins to be covered with life forces.
Meanwhile, although the six species of the Universal Union succeeded in sealing Nemesis, they ended up wandering
in the universe for a long time in hibernation after losing their home star because of Nemesis.
These are just strange and ghost phenomena for us, but the truth is these are happening in the world hidden from us.
The story of the spectacular and strange world, <Galaxy X> begins.
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COMICCITY Co., Ltd.
Website. www.comiccity.co.kr
Add. 202, 138, Hannam-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 04417
Tel. +82 (0)10 9147 4770 / Fax. +82 (0)50 4722 4770 / E-mail. jin@comiccity.kr

COMICCITY, An Animation Studio that presents global kids edutainment content in South Korea, is
established in 2019. Founder Yoojin Lee and her team who worked and participated of Pororo, Robocar
Poli, and Kakao friends.
We’ve been making new IP ‘JOODYSSEY’ with best creative team in animation & television. We’d like to
introduce our contents and work together.
Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, Investor

Screening Now ▶

Joodyssey

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 12, 78 × 4
Genre _ Kids, Education
Definition _ HD

New interactive animation series ‘Joodyssey’. Take an exciting and fantastic fairy tale Odyssey with Joody.
Joody, who loves fairy tales, Prince Rody and his servant Moongchi, they're going to go into a world-famous fairy
tale. Each time, they make a variety of choices with you. You’ll Make a key decision to help Joody and enjoy a
wonderful fairy tale journey. When she makes the decision with you, she experiences a variety of endings that are
completely different from the stories you already knew. Joody, Rody and Moongchi will grow up by learning lessons,
wisdom of life, culture and history of various countries through this adventure.
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CrazyBird Studio
Website. www.crazybird.co.kr
Add. 5F. 79, Bangullae-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea.
Tel. +82 (0)70 4025 1118 / E-mail. Sun@crazybird.co.kr

Crazy Bird Studio is a production company specializing in animation planning with strengths in content
planning and development.
Since its foundation in 2000, it has been recognized for its best quality based on its original idea , design
and diverse experiences. We have own IP for TV series, movies, webtoons, characters, etc. <Boing
thePlayrangers>, <Alien Monkeys>, <SuperRacer ENZY>, <Boing-movie>, <Romantic mole Nadoo>,
<Chatty ToriTori>. We are constantly planning/producing animations and characters and CrazyBird Studio
plan and develop various contents suitable for new media, and we are also developing a licensing business.
Seeking : Distributor, Broadcasting Company, OTT/VOD platform.
Screening Now ▶

Chatty ToriTori

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 24 × 11
Genre _ Comic drama (animation)

"Unstoppable family’s crashing comedy!"
Tori Tori is a hyper active girl who can't stay still for a moment. Tori Tori makes problems with overflowing energy.
Then the mother's anger rises but but she is a pretty daughter.
Tori Tori's story describes the real life of a 5-year-old child in a family of 3 siblings. Tori Tori's ability to communicate
with animals makes a comical situation happen and It may lead to unexpected tense situations.
Through what happens in the daily life of the family. It is a show where you can feel the preciousness of a warm
family. There is a story that children can laugh and empathize with through the fantasy and exaggeration peculiar to
animation.
Whenever you look at Tori Tori, you will meet a smile that gently lingers around your mouth and a laugh that bursts.
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Boing - movie
Secret of super transform

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 1 × 72
Genre _ Comic Adventure

"I will be a playranger."
Based on the TV series <Boing the playranger>, this is a newly planned/produced feature with the Prequel of the
series.
Boing, who was timid, transfers to the playground village and attends the playranger academy.
Bingbing, hippo, can change this body into a spinning carousel and loves cooking. And Mongbar, little golden monkey,
transforms into all kinds of bars or bridges.
The story of Boing growing and becoming a playranger through various events.
Boing's amazing transformation begins.
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Picture diary of ToriTori

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 72 × 2.5
Genre _ Music Drama (animation)

"Every day is new and fun~! What happened today?"
Evening time for the whole family to gather together. The inside of the house is filled with the sound and smell of a
delicious dinner.
She shares her daily life with family and It's time for her to go to bed.
The picture diary placed next to her bed describes what she has experienced.
It is a short format animation that expresses children's experiences and events in everyday life in a children's song
music video using the subject of 'Picture Diary'.
This is a nursery rhymes animation based on a TV series called 'Chatty ToriTori'
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Dream Factory Studio
Website. www.dreamfactorystudio.co.kr
Add. 3F Chosun Refractories Bd. 577 Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea, republic of.
Tel. +82 (0)2 6203 1842 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6203 1845 / E-mail. h.im@dreamfactorystudio.co.kr

Dream Factory Studio is a top tier animation house in Korea. Its content creativity and planning power have
been recognized by global partners. With successful debut to the global market, Dream Factory Studio will
make every effort to meet the global audience with expand the realm along with the charming characters
and the novel stories.
Seeking : Broadcaster, co-production, investor, licensee

Screening Now ▶

PongPong Dino

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Animation

Here 5 kids living in a fantastical gigantic food world, is about to start their adventure. Where veggies, fruits, breads,
snacks, jellies, and chocolates appear magically with exaggerated proportions. Making kids instinctively not only bite
and rip, but also to roll over and bounce on it to have fun. Swimming in enormous size of watermelon, bouncing up
and down the mushroom trampoline, using juicy lemons as water guns, jump roping with stretchy cheese.
Kids in dinosaur costumes explore foods in their own way using five senses and creative mindsets. Without even
knowing or intending it, kids learn moral lessons and build up wisdom and strength during the play.
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Zellygo 3

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 60 × 1.5
Genre _ Animation

GOGO, RORO, POPO and JOJO, who have been wandering in search of the missing "Jelly Ball," will wake up on a
strange volcanic island and meet "Bag-men" who stole "Jelly Ball" there. Bag-men, who sanctifies jelly, try to throw
away ZellyGo who coveted "Jelly Ball" into the bubbling lava of the volcanic island.
"Bag-men," which look cute, but they are so powerful when they stick together in group. Can ZellyGo get their hands
on 'Jelly Ball' safely from the eyes of 'Bag-men'? The wild comic story of GOGO, RORO, POOPO, JOJO versus the
guard of "Jelly Ball", "Bag-men” is now starting!
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Ping’s Oddventure

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 36 × 7
Genre _ Animation

The greedy republic ‘NOM’ broke the balance of power in the galaxy. They desire for more colonies and valuable
resources buried. ‘NOM’ plans to fulfill their ambitions using the ball's ultimate power. ‘PING’ stole the galaxy ball
from the republic and accidently crashes on the unknown planet ‘ORA’ to dodge their pursuit. On the planet, ‘PING’
meets ‘GUAKA,’ the native creature of ‘ORA.’ Unlike his cute looking, this troublemaker picks up the Galaxy Ball and
leave. Chasing after Guaka seems endless.
It is funny, friendship arises while fighting and playing tricks on each other to take the ball. ‘PING’ and ‘GUAKA’
become friends and find out the hidden power of the Ball.
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Enpop Co., Ltd.
Website. www.enpop.net
Add. #1405 Kolon Digital Tower, 30 Digital-ro 32-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul
Tel. +82 (0)2 2103 8007 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2103 8096 / E-mail. kyulee@enpop.net

Celebrating its 45th year in the industry, ENPOP is one of the most recognized family entertainment
companies in Korea. Renowned as an established Netflix Original Animation Studio, we develop and
produce top quality content for the global market. ENPOP also represents and manages some of the most
recognized entertainment and lifestyle brands in the world, linking them with high quality products and
services through integrated licensing programs.

Screening Now ▶

Treehouse Detectives

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 20 × 11 × 2 seasons
Genre _ Preschool, Educational, Adventure
Definition _ Full HD

Treehouse Detectives is a preschool series which follows brother and sister detective team, Toby and Teri, as they
explore the world around them. The show examines the mysteries of nature through the eyes of lovable characters
who analyze everything from a mysterious talking rock, to the disappearance of a sandcastle during a full moon.
The Treehouse Detectives “use the clues” and “follow the facts” to solve the case every time!
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FunnyFlux
Website. www.funnyflux.kr
Add. FunnyFlux, 75 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 376 0994 / Fax. +82 (0)2 777 9391 / E-mail. ellie@funnyflux.kr

FunnyFlux is a creative animation studio based in Seoul, Korea. The company made its debut in the global
kids’ content market with the popular pre-schooler show <Tickety Toc>. FunnyFlux’s second show <Super
Wings>, with its flying performance the show, is building up as a successful global brand. Followed up with
the company’s third TV series, a true to nature show <Katuri>. FunnyFlux’s latest project called <Dinoster>
has entered production in aim to launch in 2022.
FunnyFlux continuously strives to bring unique and high-quality animation, aiming to make a big wave
around the world.

Dinoster

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Action adventure

DINO EARTH is a world where the asteroid never hit, dinosaurs never went extinct, and thrilling adventures are
never in short supply – especially when the DINOSTER team is on a mission!
The gripping action-adventure series DINOSTER follows four talented kids as they explore this world, protecting
dinos from danger with incredible tech and unravelling the mystery surrounding a new villain with a surprising past
–all while juggling school and typical tween angst back home.
So join the DINOSTER team and MARVEL at their astonishing transforming dino vehicles,
THRILL as they battle rampaging mutant T-Rexes, and DELIGHT in their teamwork and growing friendships while
saving the day – and the world.
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SUPER WINGS - SUPERPETS

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 40 × 11
Genre _ preschooler
Definition _ 3DCGI HDTV

Get ready, get set for the Super Wings and their SUPER PETS! “Super Wings - Super Pets!” is an action-packed
preschool series about an adorable jet plane named Jett who travels the world delivering packages to children. In
this season, the action is about to get pet powered with playful pint-sized plane sidekicks helping Jett solve various
problems and make children's dream come true. So get set to see the world in a whole new way in 40 thrilling new
Pet Perfect adventures... IT’S FLY TIME!
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KATURI 3

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ preschooler
Definition _ 3DCGI HDTV

“KATURI” is taking play in a playground offered by nature. The four little pheasants romp about encountering various
animal and insect friends. In the new season, the KATURI family’s world boundary expands. They will meet with
new type of animal friends that were not introduced in the previous seasons’ nature environment. Throughout the
episodes, they will continue to make new friends, play, learn and grow in the expanded nature world. Join the bird
family as they take the leap, feel the rush, and own their world!
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Grafizix Co., Ltd.
Website. www.grafizix.com
Add. 3Floor, 71, Toegye-ro 20-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul, KOREA
Tel. +82 (0)70 4137 5072 / Fax. +82 (0)70 4137 5070 / E-mail. gfxdir@gmail.com

GFX has developed and produced qualified TV series animations which entertain children based on
educational purposes.
With animation IPs, <Mind Blowing Breakthroughs>, <FrienZoo>, GFX produces family musicals,
interactive performances, exhibitions, and VR contents. Producing educational V-tuber contents using
AR techniques, holographic films, media façades, smart toys with 5G, GFX approaches to position as
convergence contents production company in Edu-tech market.
Seeking : Broadcaster, Distributer, Licensing Agent, Buyer for holographic film, AR contents
Screening Now ▶

Mind Blowing Breakthroughs :
Music Show

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 12
Genre _ Music, Adventure,Education
Definition _ HD

Baron Munchhausen buys the staplers at a bargain price and prepares a super-class orchestra music show. Genie
from the lamp of the junk instrument, removes the music and begins to eliminate the music of the world, which is a
member of the anti-social organization. Munchhausen and his crews chase after Leipzig to reclaim the music of the
world through the hints left by Leipzig.
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Mind Blowing Breakthroughs 1&2

Production Year _ 2014, 2017
Eps × Min _ S1: 26 × 12, S2: 26 × 12
Genre _ Science, Adventure, Education
Definition _ HD

The show is set to be a mixture between illusionism and scientific demonstration, which everything is possible.
Every night, it will portray a very special and unique discovery that will challenge the minds of the audience forever
with a ghost of greatest scientist of the history. In season2, Baron Munchhausen and his assistant, Betty meet more
scientists, adventurers, pioneers oriented from other various fields.
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FrienZoo

Production Year _ 2017
Eps × Min _ 78 × 9
Genre _ Sitcom
Definition _ HD

Hungry and tired, farm animals arrive at a zoo and start to live in a petting zoo area. They are so curious about
wonderful and sophisticated zoo animals and want to be friends with them. But, it’s not easy to get along with
because they’re too common animals, a DONKEY, CAT, ROOSTER, and DOG.
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H Culture
Website. www.hhhhh.co.kr
Add. 15th D-CUBE, 662, Gyeongin-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 564 2761 / E-mail. hong@hhhhh.co.kr

H Culture was established in 2004 and had been created original animations .
In 2013, H Culture established a joint venture company in US to develop a feature film, named <Codename
Housewife> with US partners Will Vinton, Oscar winner and Bill Schultz, 4 times Emmy winner.
In 2016, The Chinese state owned company and the biggest distribution company, China Film Group
signed MOU to co-produce this project. Currently the project has been developed with the front money
from an UK sales agency, GFM film. H Culture started distribution business in 2013 through global sales
network has built with local trustable partners. We share programs and share markets with them. We
believe that the more we share, the more we get.
In MIPCOM 2017, H Culture signed MOU with IRIB, The Iranian national broadcaster, One of the World’s
biggest broadcasting company in Iran. We announced that IRIB will invest into New IP, H Culture collected.
Now H Culture is seeking great and fresh IPs which needs investment to complete their dream.
Recently. H Culture joined to establish an animation VOD platform, LOOKIDS TV in Indonesia, the world’s
fourth most populous country. Obviously, H Culture is not a big company.
Size doesn’t matter to us. We always go a half step and a half step but never stop toward the goal.

Fun Farm

Production Year _ 2017
Eps × Min _ 60 × 7
Genre _ Non Verbal Slapstick comedy
Definition _ Full HD

Imagine an obsessive-compulsive housewife, a conspiracy-minded war veteran, an intellectual ballerina, a methodical
farmer, and a professional coach potato all trying to get along - except, map those personality types to a chicken, a
dog, a sheep, a cow, and a donkey.
The result is something explosive. Fun Farm follows the shenanigans of five zany farm animals living together in a
valley rife with peril and, of course, endless distractions.
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Halabama

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 60 × 7
Genre _ Non Verbal Slapstick comedy
Definition _ Full HD

The adventures of this story are located at a forest calling Hal aBaMa wherein the animals live happily, no violence,
no war. lion, elephant, rabbit and zebra live together and spend their time with fun and games. News humor and
sweet events for each animal is the Story for each episode.
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Ruby and Joooo

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 13 × 7
Genre _ Non Verbal Slapstick comedy
Definition _ Full HD

The animation series is about a blue fox which is an inventor and a rooster living with the family in the neighborhood.
The rooster crows early in the mornings and it annoys the fox of the story, which usually sleeps during the day. He
is always trying to find some solutions to make the rooster and its family to move far away so he can safely follow its
devil tests. New adventure and conflict between the two creates each episode of the series.
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HAPPYUP
Website. www.happyupstudio.com
Add. 1Fl. 25-7 Dongpangyo-ro 25th rd Bundang, Sungnam,Gyunggi-do, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 701 9040 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8016 8644 / E-mail. vivasam@gmail.com

HAPPYUP is a Korean production company that specialized in animated series for television as well
as new media, movie, apps and education program. Current TV series is COMI AND BEBE. Since won
the Best Planning award from 2017 SPP Competition, The company awarded and won 2017/ 2018EBS
animation co-production competition, 2018/2019 KOCCA Content support project.
Seeking : Co-production, Distributor, Licensee

Happy babies, Comi and Bebe

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 6
Genre _ Pre-school
Definition _ HD

The story is about a 5 year old kids who live next door in RAINBOW village. They grow up day by day by meet family,
kindergarten friends, neighborhoods. And they learn a lot about family love, friendship, and nature through various
events.
‘Happy Babies, COMI AND BEBE’ is a family-based story where moms, dads, and children live together.
The show is a gentle and kind animation like a classic fairy tale. The concept of “living fairy tales book” consists of
beautiful contents and music.
The story is not only about friendship but about relationship with villagers, adults around babies.
Every 52 episodes are 6 min. 36 out of 52 are story and 16 are music video made by world famous nursery rhymes
and newly composed music for children.
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HongDangMoo Inc.
Website. www.hdmoo.com
Add. #
 1101~1103 Joongang Innotech Bld. 171 Sangdaewon-dong, Jungwon-gu,
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13207, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 703 8871 / Fax. +82 (0)31 723 0566 / E-mail. tinaaabinaaa@naver.com
Since its foundation in 2009, HongDangMoo INC. has grown steadily through the business of design,
publishing, and educational content. Since 2012, it has placed its focus on animation business through
story development and planning and its future value on global licensing and new technology convergence.
Now, HongDangMoo INC. has taken its role as a hub to link education and entertainment based on its long
and valuable experience on education content design.
HongDangMoo INC. has been recognized and given numerous awards by government offices for its high
growth and content quality.
Seeking : Distributors, Investors
Screening Now ▶

Magic Adventures :
The Crystal of Dark
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Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Fantasy, Adventure, Comedy
Definition _ Full HD, 3D

Magic Land was a place where the power of water, fire, earth, wind and light coexisted in harmony. One day, peaceful Magic Land
was covered with darkness due to the greedy Wizard of Light. The Wizards of Water, Fire, Earth and Wind sealed the Wizard of
Light and his dark forces into a crystal, and then the wizards divided it into 7 pieces and hid them in secret places. After many long
years Dark - the descendant of the Wizard of Light - attacked the Violet Castle, the capital of Magic Land, in order to regain the
sealed power. At that moment King Mir, who was the Wizard of Water, helped his daughter Princess Olivia escape and assigned
her the task of gathering the descendants of the Wizards of Fire, Wind and Earth so they could take back the crystal. Olivia ran
away to the dimensional portal to avoid the Shadow Man sent by Dark, and set off for Earth to look for the heir of the Wizard of
Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, Jack and his sister Bella see a strange light near their house, and the next day a suspicious new
classmate arrives at their school... For the descendants of the Wizards who will protect Magic Land against the forces of darkness,
the fateful meeting has come...
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Animal Rescue

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Action, Comedy
Definition _ Full HD, 3D

This is a story about animal heroes to protect nature and endangered animal species from an evil alien who tries
to conquer the planet Earth. Animal Rescue, an exciting adventure story has its animal heroes wear a high-tech
mechanic suit with direct communication with humans. Also, they are equipped with devices that can be activated
according to their characteristics and powerful protective equipment to withstand any attack from villains. Animal
Rescue not only just tells an interesting story in each episode that entertains children but also offers solutions to
environmental issues with various animals and environmental issues. It allows us to feel the significance of the
human coexistence with animals and the importance of the environment. Our animal heroes, “Animal Rescue” uses
a sense of duty and commitment, and uses an outstanding science to keep nature and animals alive. It is a genuine
Hero who can convey the message of respect for life that can coexist with humans.
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PPOPPOPPO Friends

Production Year _ In production
Eps × Min _ 100 × 30
Genre _ Kid's Edutainment

The PPOPPOPPO FRIENDS, with its 40 years of history, is a kid's edutainment program for Generation Alpha who
has been exposed to digital media from their birth. In order to cope with overflowing knowledge, borderless culture,
and abundant in materials, PPOPPOPPO guides our future citizens to learn a healthy mind and body for themselves.
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ICONIX Co., Ltd.
Website. www.iconix.co.kr
Add. 64, Pangyo-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 13486, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2605, 2607 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2702 / E-mail. soozi@iconix.co.kr / soyeon@iconix.co.kr

ICONIX, a global leading animation company in Korea, has been the trend for kids’ animation. By utilizing
creative characters and advanced production system, it has established a strong brand of animation. Major
works include: ‘Pororo the Little Penguin’, ‘Tayo the Little Bus’, ‘Titipo Titipo’, ‘Stone Age,’ ‘Flowering Heart’,
‘CHIRO’, ‘Art Odyssey’.
Today, ICONIX is diversifying its contents to various domains, including publication, music, show, and
theme park activities. Such successful performances have led to distribution to 160 countries – continuing
the lead in global animation market.
Seeking : Broadcasters, Distributors
Screening Now ▶

Pororo the Little Penguin
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Production Year _ 2
 003, 2005, 2009, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017
Eps × Min _ 5
 2 × 5 × 4 seasons, 26 × 11 × 3 seasons
Genre _ Edutainment Kids Animation
Definition _ 3DCG

Spin Off
• Eddy Clever Fox (2010, 2012) 13 episodes 5 mins x 2 seasons
• Loopy Cooking Princess (2012) 6 episodes 5 mins
• Pororo’s English Show (2013) 13 episodes 5 mins
• Porong Porong Rescue Mission (2013) 30 mins
• Pororo’s Sing-Along Show (2005, 2007, 2014, 2018, 2019) 13 episodes 5 mins x 5 seasons
• Pororo & Fairy Tales (2020) 10 episodes 11 mins
Far far away, unknown and untouched by human civilization, Pororo the little penguin and his friends live in a peaceful land
covered in snow and ice. They have distinct personalities and different interests that sometimes cause little happenings in
their calm white world. But they are all good friends and know how to help each other in times of trouble.
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Tayo the Little Bus

Production Year _ 2
 010, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2018
Eps × Min _ 2
 6 × 11 × 5 seasons
Genre _ Edutainment Kids Animation
Definition _ 3DCG

Spin Off
• Tayo’s Sing-Along Show (2013, 2015) 13 episodes 5 mins x 2 seasons
• Tayo Movie: Misson Ace (2016) 48 mins
Tayo and the little buses go on an exciting adventure during their daily routes in the busy city. Tayo is often making
mistakes but is always learning to overcome challenges with the help of Hana, the wise and friendly bus mechanic, Rogi,
the sociable green bus, Lani, the cheerful yellow bus, and Gani the diligent one. Many great characters, fun story-telling
and educational messages are unveiled from Tayo’s daily adventures. Buckle up and join the bus ride with Tayo!
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TITITPO TITIPO

Production Year _ 2018, 2020
Eps × Min _ 2
 6 × 11 × 2 seasons
Genre _ Edutainment Kids Animation
Definition _ 3DCG

Train Center’s new born little train TITIPO has just passed the driving examination and is prepared to work at the Train
Village. Although TITIPO dreams of becoming the best train in the world, his curious yet random personality catches him
in unforeseen events and troubles every day. TITIPO expands his experience in the greater world and befriends GENIE,
DIESEL, and other little trains. Will TITIPO achieve his dream of becoming the best train? Come join the railroad journey
and meet TITIPO and the little train friends.
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J Bugs Co., Ltd.
Add. D
 a dong. CKL Corporate Support Center, 1303, 40 Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea.
Tel. +82 (0)10 5531 3358 / Fax. +82 (0)70 4015 9938 / E-mail. j_bugs@naver.com

The J-Bugs Co., Ltd is center of Korean cultural contents (character, animation, illustration, art, etc.).
The J-Bugs is a company that pioneers the integrated entertainment industry. Oure area is developing the
character, licensing, distribution and animation planning and production. It is our Business area, Items
Animation Business : Producing Animation
We are making animation with digital 3D converting technique.
1. 2D Character / Clay Character +3D Character + 3D Converting Background
2. Clay character + Miniature set
Character Business
Product Licensing: Launching New concept match / Launching Product re-branding
Seeking : Co-production partner, Distributor, OTT/TV broadcast company

Screening Now ▶

Slow Slow Sloth Neul

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 140 × 2.5
Genre _ sitcom
Definition _ HD

Leaf-shaped island deep in the Amazon.
“Leaf-Flower Island” fully developed city (leaf robo town,) next to it (Tree_leaf town), It consists of 0an artificial frozen
city (Ice_leaf town), which is small between the two cities, and an unknown (Red_leaf town) at the end of the island.
Among them, sloths “Neul” and friends live in Tree_leaf town in nature. In the center of Tree_leaf town stands a huge
guardian tree imbued with the spirit of the forest. Sloths “Neul”live near the guardian tree with their families.
Warm and strong dad, “MooMoo” “Nana”a mother who always embraces him with love and "Mu," a cute little brother
who still crawls. He learns and practices the happy daily life of living with his loving family.
Experiencing and growing with pure curiosity with close friends "Al" and "Gil”.
In a green-wood school, the students learn relationship and sociality through “Lena” teacher
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LOCO
Website. www.locoent.com
Add. (04630) 101, Toegye-ro 20na-gil 9, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7525 5352 / Fax. +82 (0)70 8677 5540 / E-mail. kimsuyeong@locoent.com

LOCO is for “A Heart of Dreams” by the innocence of childhood.
We are specialized in Kids contents with full of experts in kids entertainment with providing both arts and
business excellency from our unique planning & strategy approach and efficient production know-how to
create characters.
We’ve been further expanding our business area with unique IPs, <Princess Pring>, <Snowcat> and
<Kystar> from animation, music, toys, books, apps, musical performance, merchandising and licensing to
new media, with our extensive experience in creating kids and educational media.
We are continuously endeavoring to be a beloved kids contents provider by children all over the world further.
Seeking : Co-Production, Distributor, Licensing/Merchandising Agency
Screening Now ▶

Princess Pring
In the Birthday Kingdom

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 39 × 11
Genre _ Musical Fantasy Adventure
Definition _ HD

“Everyday Birthday♪”
In the Birthday Kingdom, there is Princess Pring, who makes a child's birthday wishes come true.
On their birthdays, the most precious day of the year for children, Princess Pring sends a blue butterfly invitation
to bring the birthday kids on a rabbit bus to the birthday kingdom to make their long-cherished wish to happen in
reality with fabulous happy birthday songs and wonderful celebration performances. Princess Pring and her birthday
kingdom’s friends endeavor to present you with very special magic to support children’s growth and dreams.
Now, You are invited to the adorable Princess Pring's Birthday Kingdom, full of dreams and magic.
Everyday is a Birthday!
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Snowcat

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Situation Comedy
Definition _ HD

“Unsocial Kid's Mistake-ridden Growth Diary”
Snowcat is the well-known first generation Webtoon in Korea.
The cute and wacky, Snowcat is a classic character design over time, and Snowcat worries about human relationships
are a story that anyone can relate to across all generations and borders. Also, there is possible to merchandise
Snowcat that everyone from kids to adults will love. Now we make the brand new Snowcat a original animation.
In the script, Snowcat will walk into the small world of school and community, build friendships learn love in a broad
sense, and grow. We dream that this is the beginning of a global character that will be loved by everyone for long.
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Kystar

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Superheroic Adventure
Definition _ HD

“The Adventurous stories of 12 Girls to save the World”
The story starts with the first woman in Greek mythology, “Pandora” . Pandora incorporated the 12 powers received
from the 12 gods into each birthstones and sealed them in the Roman Dodecahedron.
After a couple of millennia, the Pantheon, a school for the gifted, was built on top of it. The 12 birthstones have both
positive & negative powers. If not controlled or harnessed by a human, the stones will combine with the evils from
Pandora’s box to create monsters. Originally Pandora hoped that the young girls would trust in themselves, help
each other, and save the world. Those girls happen to be!!!
The keys to the star, KYSTAR!
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MOSTAPES
Website. www.mostapes.com
Add. 4F, 8, Eonju-ro 170-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 566 0390 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3444 0390 / E-mail. biz@mostapes.com

Mostapes is a content creation company located in Seoul, Korea. Since 2012, we have been further
increasing our professionalism through original IP creation, animation production, game development, and
commercial work.
Our goal is providing high-quality content that brings laughter to the world. To realize the vision, Mostapes
works closely with global partners in the entertainment industry who share the same dream.
While searching for other collaborative opportunities, Mostapes is channeling the passion into original IP
productions such as the preschool show <Chippyhood> and the comedy-action series <Iron Dragon>.
Seeking : Every Opportunity

Screening Now ▶

Iron Dragon

Production Year _ In Development
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comedy-Action
Definition _ 2D

Iron and his incredible adventure!
Young Iron is a raw cadet, who aspires to be a Monster Master. With his talking toy bear Slime, an evil sword named
Mos and a stern, warrior-magician named Xina, they travel the vast, magical realm of Pantopia on a quest to restore
their master, the Wizard Ssabu, back to life and recover Monster Eggs of unimaginable magic power.
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TITLE: Iron Dragon
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 52 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Comedy-Action
TARGET: 7-11 YO, family
STATUS: In Development
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Dinosally

Production Year _ In Development
Eps × Min _ 104 × 5
Genre _ Preschool
Definition _ 2D

In Dino Town, Everything is awesome! Sally is a cheerful pink dinosaur from Dino Town. It’s an amazing place!
Every day, she goes to Dino School to study with Miss Becky and play with friends. All activities such as drawing,
practicing music, and counting numbers are so much fun, Sally hopes that her day can last longer.
TITLE: Dinosally
LENGTH: 5 minutes, 104 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Pre-School
TARGET: Pre-school, family
STATUS: In Development
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Naughty Nuts

Production Year _ Launched in 2017
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy, Detective, Adventure
Definition _ Full HD 2D + 3D CGI

Almondo Detective Agency investigates every criminal case in Nut City.
The agents include Ken, a newbie who desires to become a legendary detective, the hot-headed boss Almondo, the timid
intern Crust, and the genius dog Asso. Along with his agency crew and fellow friends Amanda and Fred, Ken tries to solve
problems created by evil villains and numerous contenders. Unfortunately, things always don’t go as planned.
TITLE: Naughty Nuts
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 26 episodes
FORMAT: Full HD 2D + 3D CGI
GENRE: Comedy, Detective, Adventure
TARGET: 7-11 YO, family
STATUS: Launched in 2017
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Neon Creation Inc.
Website. www.neoncreation.com
Add. 4F, CGI Center, 60 Songam-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju City, 61740, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)62 461 1010 / Fax. +82 (0)62 461 1011 / E-mail. neon@neoncreation.com

Neon Creation Inc. is an entertainment company providing animation and VFX services to client studios
around the world and developing its own projects, co-producing with domestic / international partners
for Animation and for Film. Neon Creation produces traditional 2D, 3D CGI, Flash/Toomboom Harmony
animation.
Neon Creation has been worked for Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network Int., Moonscoop, Splash Entertainment
in USA, Xilam in France among others. Neon Creation acts as an agency for sales and for seeking
co-production/financing partners for domestic and for overseas projects as well. We are seeking for
broadcasters, master toy licensing partners and co-production/co-financing partners.
Seeking : Broadcasters, master toy licensing partners and co-production / co-financing partners

DeeDee

Project Showreel
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Production Year _ In production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comic Edu
Definition _ 3D

“Hello, my name’s DeeDee!
I am a sorceress... well... I’m still learning, but I will be a sorcerer one day soon!
I started practicing magic the day I found a book of spells in the back of a cupboard.
To be completely honest, my powers are a bit limited, and I don’t always end up with the result I expected. Luckily,
all my friends are there to help me fix the ‘little’ side effects from my magical efforts.”
(Status: in Production. Seeking for broadcasters and master toy licensing partners.)
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The Bread Lion

Production Year _ In development
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comic Action Hero
Definition _ 3D

Trumpet-shaped pipes hang between a giant valley.
The wind creates beautiful, resonating notes as it blows through the pipes.
On top of the hill behind that, the windmill of the Bread Factory and the Tree of life are visible.
That’s where Leon, who makes sweet, delicious bread every morning and deliver them to the people in the village,
they’re secretive hero friends who solve any problem that occurs in the village. “The village needs to be protected!”
(Status: In development. Seeking for co-production/co-financing partners.)
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Aliens NINANO

Production Year _ Completed S1, In dev. S2
Eps × Min _ 78 × 2.5
Genre _ Comedy
Definition _ 3D

Aliens NiNANO from outer space become satisfied only when they bite and taste a new, amazing thing themselves.
They become curious regardless of time and space, which sometimes results in an unintended fuss. NINANO look
forward to returning their home planet after finding the ‘happy virus’ on the earth.
They always find something curious to be excited about. ‘NINANO’ features daily events full of eccentric playfulness
of the bold leader Nini, the heavy eater Nana, and the unpredictable ace Nono.
(Status: Season 1 completed & Season 2 in development. Seeking for broadcasters for S1 and co-production/cofinancing partners for S2.)
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Ntonic Creative
Website. http://ntoniccreative.com
Add. Seoul, Gangnam-gu, Nonhyeon-ro, 18th street 11 Jeil Building, 4th floor
Tel. +82 (0)10 7473 2757 / E-mail. rjadms2757@ntonic.com

Ntonic, a company that leaps forward with new visions, specializes in feature animation, game cinematics,
TV series animation, commercial films, and VFX production with the best CGI knowledge and technology
in Korea.
Our pride and passion for quality have been serving as our foundation in making the highest-quality videos.
Based on our technology, pride, and passion, we will develop into one of the best video content producers.
Seeking : co-production, publisher

Screening Now ▶

Monster BJ

Production Year _ 2020
Genre _ Adventure

Ally lives in the Monster World and dreams of becoming the best independent creator.
One day, Ally saw a TV advertisement saying that a golden microphone will be awarded to the Montuber with the
highest views, so she decided to embark on a hectic adventure to make trendy videos with her friends.
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OCON Inc.
Website. www.oconstudios.com
Add. A, Pangyo-ro, Seongnam-si, Bundang-gu, Kyunggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 8018 0853 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8018 0801 / E-mail. Sandyj1079@ocon.kr

Korea's leading animation production company of feature films and TV animated series.
1. Production of “Movie series" : Releasing feature film of ‘Pororo’
2. P
 roduction of “TV animated series.”
1) Super Z, 2) Dibo, the gift dragon, 3) Toycop
3. S
 ublicense Business Area
- Acquisition and Distribution in Korea, Licensing and merchandising , character - related goods production,
Import and Export of character goods. Master licensee of several domestic and foreign characters.
Seeking : IPTV, OTT, Distributor, Theater
Screening Now ▶

Pororo 6 : Dragon Castle Adventure

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 1 × 77
Genre _ Family, Adventure
Definition _ CGI, HD

Arthur, the Dragon king with powerful power. He rules the kingdom selfishly by turning away from
the people and eventually becomes a powerless little dragon. His powerful power is sealed in a red jewel called
‘Dragon heart’
After a long time, a wizard Ged appears to Arthur to release his curse and restore his strength. But, Arthur is deceived
by Ged’s lies and is robbed of Dragon castle by him, and flies away with Dragon heart into the Porong Porong forest.
Arthur meets Pororo and his friends. But suddenly, the dragonheart is absorbed by Crong, and Crong becomes a
giant dragon!
Will Pororo and his friends be able to defeat the powerful Ged and regain the dragon castle?
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Super Z

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Adventure, Comedy, Action
Definition _ CGI, HD

Keep the Peace and Save the Village from Evil Dr. Leo !
When trouble strikes the peaceful 'Storia town' , Power Zak goes into action.
Munch on Mom's 'Super Yum-Yum' dishes and power up!!
Our little superhero Zak wields his Super Yum-yum power again today to keep the peace in Storia.

Pororo 5 : Treasure Island Adventure

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 1 × 78
Genre _ Family, Adventure
Definition _ CGI, HD

Pororo and his friends at the pirate restaurant accidentally take a treasure map of the legendary treasure and head
to the treasure island. They meet a long-trapped pirate hero, Captain Silver, and solves the mystery of the treasure
map with him.
But they fall into danger because of the evil pirate Captain Black, who chased after them, and the monsters on the
treasure island.

Power Up Zak!
Can Pororo and his friends come back safely in search of the treasures?
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Pixtrend Inc.
Website. www.pixtrend.com
Add. #1108-2, ENC Dream Tower 7th, Digital-ro 9 Gil, 46 Geumcheon-Gu, 08512, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 565 4428 / Fax. +82 (0)2 565 4429 / E-mail. pixtrend@pixtrend.com

Established in 2005, Korea based Pixtrend Inc. is an all-around entertainment company with well established
distribution network, strong connections with experienced production studios and talented people leading master plans
and investment brokerage for multilateral coproduction projects. Above and beyond its core business to distribute
Korean/International animated TV series worldwide, Pixtrend is also exploiting following facets of its expertise;
• Producing projects from planning to distribution stage for both domestic and global market
• Publishing, Merchandise and Character Licensing
• Brokerage services for multinational co-production/co-financing Projects
Seeking : Broadcasting Company, Co-production, Distribution

Virtual Guardians

Project Showreel
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Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Virtual Action
Definition _ 3D

Year 2032, not so long ahead. Humans were able to enjoy a variety of services conveniently within the VR system
called the Gaia World in various fields., including education, game and business. One peaceful day, however, a fatal
error occurs in A.I, a critical part of the Gaia System, and it came to identify itself with horrifying artificial intelligence
full of greed and emotion. After that, AI calls itself God reigning over mankind, dominates the Gaia World, and
eventually attempts to expand its reach to the reality of mankind! In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the
Gaia World, selected five genius boys and girls, and a clever puppy as the so-called <Guardians> to defend mankind
against the threat of the A.I.
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Space Cops

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Fantasy Comic
Definition _ 3D

As the Serpent., the notorious villain of the universe, breaks out of the space prison, the emergency bell rings in the
space police headquarter and the Master King, the space police commander-in-chief, urgently calls out Space Cop.
However, Space Cop, who has lost soldier spirit due to the lengthy period of peace on the Earth, were wasting time
by taking a nap and quarreling and did nothing to stop the sneaky infiltration of Serpent into the Earth. The Master
King was seized with rage and urgently dispatched the Space Cop, who failed in the security mission, to the Earth.
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BBQ House

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Comic Sitcom
Definition _ HD

Hunters who bring ingredients, chefs who prepare the food and the staff who manage BBQ House. The restaurant
has everything but the staff can’t do their jobs properly
And the customers don’t know what to eat, leading to crazy situations... When hungry customers visit BBQ House, a
clever waiter takes their order. The hunting group is eager to get the ingredients, but the unskilled chefs want them
to fail so they don’t have to cook.
The three hunters are at the heart of the story. They are super optimistic and the main source of comedy when they
are on adventure in search of ingredients. They never give up despite the troubles and frustrations.
They combine their strengths in the hunt, but they communicate in their individual styles constantly causing
misunderstandings. Regardless, the hunters are always successful!
But they bring unexpected ingredients that surprise the chefs and customers.
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Retrobot, Inc.
Website. http://retrobot.co.kr
Add. 55, Digital-ro 33-gil,Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 8611 6240 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6280 6095 / E-mail. dahllee@retrobot.co.kr

Since 2008, Retrobot has been growing to become the top 3D animation studio in Korea.
We have been sharing a common goal to create the best animations that families can
sit together and enjoy.
With the flagship animation ‘Tobot’, we successfully redefined the genre that had been overlooked in Korea
for a long time.
Seeking : Co-production, investor, licensing
Screening Now ▶

PotenDogs

Production Year _ in progress
Eps × Min _ 18 × 7 × 2 seasons
Genre _ Action/ Fantasy / Comedy
Definition _ HD full 3D CGI

In this world, there are dogs that can transform into creatures of superpowers. They are called 'Potendogs', and they
are divided into two groups: ‘Podongnets’ that dreams peaceful coexistence with humans, and ‘Goldfangs’ that holds
grudge against all mankind. The two groups battle against each other everyday. However, humans are ignorant of
either what's happening in the world of dogs or how this can affect everyone's life.
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Tinkars

Production Year _ in progress
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Pre-School / Fantasy / Comedy
Definition _ HD full 3D CGI

Dongu and Yeolmoo have just moved to a new town with their families. But there is a strange rumor surrounding their
new houses. People say that they are haunted! What could be haunting their houses?
As it turns out, they are not ghosts, not monster, but Tinkars, the living toys in search of children to play with! Tinkars
can change their shapes and sizes and use their magic powers to make an ordinary day extraordinary. And Dongu
and Yeolmoo are just the friends to share the fun!
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ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd.
Website. www.roivisual.com
Add. 6F Yangjin Plaza, 5, Hakdong-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, S.Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3445 2192 / E-mail. global@roivisual.com

ROI VISUAL is a company that creates characters and produces and distributes animations.
Since our foundation in 1999, we have grown into a global entertainment company by introducing excellent
content such as Woobi Boy, Chiro, Inner Ranger and Robocar POLI.
Seeking : Broadcasting platforms – TV Channel, Online Video Platform/Streaming Service/VOD, etc.

Screening Now ▶

Robocar POLI SongSong Museum

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 5
Genre _ Animation, Music Edutainment
Definition _ Full HD

Robocar POLI rescue team gathers here at SongSong Museum where the beloved songs by children in the world
are stored. Which song will Melody Tower bring you today?
Children can easily learn the nursery rhymes around the world which the rescue team found with their wisdom and
warm heart for children. Would you sing and dance along with Robocar Poli rescue team?
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Robocar POLI Safety Series
Traffic Safety with POLI, Fire Safety with ROY,
Daily Life Safety with AMBER

Production Year _ 2011, 2017, 2018
Eps × Min _ 26 × 5 (each series)
Genre _ Animation
Definition _ Full HD

Traffic Safety: Robocar POLI is dispatched to solve the traffic accident situations that can happen in daily life,
children can learn the traffic safety rules.
Fire Safety: Children can learn how to cope with fire hazards and fire prevention, as well as various safety measures
through ROY's swift actions in and around the house, school, playground, and other everyday areas.
Daily Life Safety: Amber protects precious lives from the various accidents in our daily life. Children can learn how
to behave in such dangerous circumstances and about essential safety measures
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Robocar POLI Original Series
Season1, Season2, Season3, Season4

Production Year _ 2011, 2011, 2014, 2015
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11 (each series)
Genre _ Animation
Definition _ Full HD

In Brooms Town, where friends with a variety of personalities and occupations live together, there are always troubles
and accidents both big and small. But don't worry!
In Brooms Town, there is a transforming car rescue team that helps friends overcome their many difficulties anytime,
anywhere when they are in danger. The fast and brave police car POLI, the mighty fire truck ROY, the kind and smart
ambulance AMBER, and the witty helicopter HELLY are on the way to help friends!
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SAMG Animation Co., Ltd.
Website. www.samg.net
Add. 8F, 325, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06151, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70-7860-6186 / E-mail. eunjung@samg.net

SAMG is the 1st Korean CGI Animation Studio made co-production deal with France, and still co-producing
many collaborated projects like <Miraculous (Ladybug)>, <Zak Storm>, etc. with major partners like ZAG
and Method. SAMG's becoming comprehensive branding company, expanding its business fields into toys,
fashion, on-line business, etc., powered by many of well-known IPs, created by SAMG itself.
SAMG distributes the animation on global major OTT platforms and TV channels also doing publishing,
game, musical business with best Korean licensee partners. 140 exported countries, dealing with media,
toy, L&M distribution, co-production, co-investment and new business with global major partners.
Seeking : Co-producer, Distributor (Toy, Media and L&M)

CATCH PING : Fairies of Emotion

Project Showreel
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Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Fantasy, Drama
Definition _ HD

Kingdom Emotion, the dream place made by every kids’ fantasy.
Here, in this mythical world is where our fairy tale begins. One day, bored with the lessons, princess Romi decides
to sneak out. As she wanders around the grand palace, an unknown force leads her to a mysterious door and found
the sealed shining CUBE. When Romi get close to the cube, it suddenly activated with explosion. King Heart stops
the cube but it was already late, most of the cube boxes that contained the mind fairies and royal fairies were already
sent away to Earth. And now, our princess has to collect all the fairies for the sake of the people on Earth. Would she
succeed to catch mind fairies and prove herself as the rightful owner of the throne?
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Mini Force: Super Dino Power

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Action, Comedy
Definition _ HD

The peace in Blue City is disturbed by the new villain, the Captain Powerman!
This grumpy yet genius villain invents various monsters and starts to harass the citizens.
While considering himself as the best and true hero in the world and others as the villains, Powerman also has a
peculiar value where he tries to “take revenge of dumplings” and “save shoes from stinky-suffering.”
Our Miniforce must stop Powerman from punishing people who treated those “daily stuff” harshly.
With their brand-new Super Dino Power, Miniforce transforms into rangers and summons their Super Dino, Tyraka,
Pterex, Braka, Trix, Stegos, and Super Dino Machine, the giant robot.
All Powerman wants is to become a hero. But his wrong way of being hero must stop now!
Super Dino Power Miniforce! Save Blue City from Captain Powerman!
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Super Dino Rex

Production Year _ IN PRODUCTION
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Action, hero
Definition _ HD

Welcome to Ile aux Dino (Dino Island)! Rising with majestic and jagged peaks from the warm waves of Indian
Ocean, this island is like no other on planet earth. Why? Well, we’re glad you asked. Because: even though it’s
present day, Ile aux Dino is uncharted, off the map, below the radar, and only here will you find real, live dinosaurs...
in the 21st Century - that’s right dinos didn’t go extinct after all. And that’s only the beginning of our story, let’s dino
dive in...
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Smart Study Co., Ltd.
Website. www.pinkfong.com
Add. 5th Floor, 94, Myeongdal-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul 06668, South Korea
E-mail. tammy@pinkfong.com

SMARTSTUDY is a global content company that produces, distributes and services online and offline
content such as Pinkfong educational songs and stories for kids, Pinkfong and Baby Shark interactive
mobile games, and animation. SMARTSTUDY focuses on character licensing and educational content
business based on its content planning, technology, and service execution capabilities.
Pinkfong brand represents the content it makes to help children explore the world, ranging from short
songs to long animation series, as well as toys and books. More than 4,000 playful songs and stories are
produced in various languages, which are enjoyed across 195 countries around the world.
Pinkfong’s global channels on YouTube acquired more than 39 million subscribers with 30 billion views.
Seeking : L
 icensees, Broadcasting platforms (TV , Online, SVOD, IPTV, OTT, Cable, inflight),
Theatrical distributors.

Pinkfong Wonderstar

Project Showreel
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Production Year _ 2019, 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Kids
Definition _ HD

When Pinkfong crashes into the roof of a house in Wonderville, Pinkfong finds a perfect best friend and problemsolving partner, Hogi. Pinkfong’s magic, endless enthusiasm and Hogi’s encyclopedic knowledge inspire them to
open ‘Wonderstar’, a problem-solving service for the townspeople of Wonderville - and beyond.
Pinkfong and Hogi are a perfect match for each other, as best friends should be. Hogi grounds Pinkfong’s impulsive
side and Pinkfong encourages Hogi to be more adventurous. Together, they are the best version of themselves!
Each new adventure includes an original song that relates to a new friend and the problem Pinkfong and Hogi help
solve. Pinkfong and friends sing along together, and of course, there is often a dance, too!
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Pinkfong Baby Shark Sing-along

Production Year _ 2018
Eps × Min _ 63 × 1
Genre _ Kids
Definition _ HD

Baby Shark doo doo doo! Come join Pinkfong Baby Shark who acquired more than 6.6 billion YouTube views
worldwide and the shark family singing along all new songs which features your favorite Baby Shark characters.
Ready to sing and dance with Pinkfong Baby Shark and the family? Let's move like Baby Shark!
Pinkfong Baby Shark Remix songs are also featured together in this program!
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Pinkfong and Baby Shark’s
Space Adventure

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 65 × 1
Genre _ Kids
Definition _ HD

Pinkfong and Baby Shark’s Space Adventure! As Pinkfong and Baby Shark travel to space, a meteor suddenly hits
their spaceship and the star ornament falls apart! They need to bring back the broken star pieces to get back home
safely... Follow Pinkfong & Baby Shark’s space journey as they visit mysterious planets to find the special star pieces
for Pinkfong.
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Sprinkles on Top
Website. www.sprinklesontop.co/
Add. Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 6376 8269 / E-mail. antony@sprinklesontop.co

Based in Seoul Korea, S.o.T offers unique insight into the Asian Market, excelling in development,
consulting, and creativity.
We specialize in Competitive Market Analysis Reports, developing Show Bibles, creating Pitching Materials,
and Pre-Production assistance. We not only make it look good, we help you analyze how to improve it,
then develop solutions to improve your shows unique core concept.
With Sprinkles on Top you we can make your latest IP / Animation stand out from the rest while providing
the necessary thought and reasoning through research to make your show shine like it should.
Seeking : New IP, Co-production, Development Opportunities, World Peace
Screening Now ▶

Sunny & Gerd

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 7
Genre _ Comic Adventure
Definition _ With Chocolate Soop

Sunny & Gerd, two maintenance Bots discover there’s more to the standard routine as they attempt to complete their
daily tasks on a self-built Factory Planet.
Whether he’s working on the factory floor or relaxing at home, Sunny always finds a way to have the most fun. He’s
an eternal optimist with a spring in his step. While GERD is inspired by a concrete plan and he finds beauty in a
complex schematic. He’s the know-it-all big brother type who is protective of Sunny and yet totally frustrated by him.
They couldn’t be more opposite but, together they make the perfect team.
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Ancho-V

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Action Comedy
Definition _ With ParkStar Media

CHO is just your average hyperactive 12-year-old boy with dreams of being a hero… well, except for the fact that
he’s a cyborg anchovy who can transform into ANCHO-V, one of the most powerful MECHA-KAIJUs in the world.
ANCHO-V is an off-the-hook action-comedy about embracing your inner monster and understanding you can’t
always control everything, including your feelings, and that’s OK. It’s all about finding a balance, and with the support
of family and friends, being the biggest little hero you can be.
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Studio Aragon Inc.
Add. C
 reative Development Center #310, 882 Baksa-ro, Seo-myeon Chuncheon,
Gangwon-do, 24461, Republic of Korea
Tel. (1) 818 217 5051 / E-mail. Konnie.k@studioaragon.com

Studio Aragon is a unique full-service studio that develops, produces, and markets both animation and liveaction production. Studio Aragon brings together world-class creators, writers, producers, and financiers.
Studio Aragon has finished work-for-hire production for Nickelodeon for Jojo Siwa Dream and Night of the
Living Dead for Warner Brothers. During COVID-19, Studio Aragon animated Sandali in 2D for Enamation
Studios for Rai TV in Italy. Currently, Studio Aragon is in production for Tori and Her Hair and working on
our first Halloween animated feature, Vampire Moon, with Guy Vasilovich, the director of Universal Studio’s
movie, “All I want for Christmas is You” that featured Mariah Carey.
Seeking : Co-production and Distribution
Screening Now ▶

Tori and Her Hair

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 11 × 26
Genre _ Comedy, Adventure

TORI’S HAIR is out of control!! Unmanageable, untamed and unruly, like it has a mind of its own... because it does!
Twelve-year-old Tori’s signature, big, red, curly locks have the ability to magically transform into any shape, tool or
creature at the speed of imagination. Chaos, and comedy follows when her hair bounces into action!
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Tiny Warriors

Production Year _ 2022
Eps × Min _ 22 × 13
Genre _ Action adventure

The Tiny Warriors are five young teens who protect our cyber-dependent world against the evil digital virus Malice,
who is threatening our entire electronic infrastructure. Each warrior specializes in a different martial arts form, and
all five must work together to protect our world against the world’s most dangerous virus.
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Vampire Moon

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 1 × 75
Genre _ Family

Ducan, a teen vampire, is content with walking the neighbors' monster pets for his part-time job and living in Hallow
Hollow, a mystical town where real Halloween and other fantasy characters live, work, and play. His life takes a
drastic turn when he discovers a mystical mist that takes him to a different world where he meets Mallory, a human
girl who turns Duncan's life upside down when they team up to solve a mystery that may be linked to the death of
Duncan's father.
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STUDIO GALE Co., Ltd.
Website. www.studiogale.com
Add. 64, Pangyo-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea 13486
Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2805 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2750 / E-mail. arjoo@studiogale.com

Studio Gale is one of the leading 3D animation studios specialising in creating and producing global
animation based in South Korea. The first project Grami’s Circus Show has been credited for its value on
the international stage winning Best TV Series for Teens at Cartoons on the Bay as well as being nominated
at Annecy International Animation Festival. Journey of Long was selected for a TV Pilot at Cartoons on the
Bay and won the grand prize for Best Character at SPP. Featured animation project Millionaire Woody was
pitched at Cartoon Movie and our newest animation, Tomoncar is the first animation series in Asia to be
produced using Unity.
Seeking : Co-production, Investors, Program Acquisition
Screening Now ▶

Tish Tash

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Edutainment

Growing up can be tough, especially when you are a family of bears and your younger brother is a bit of a wild
animal. Luckily, Tish has a ridiculously huge imagination and a larger than life, imaginary friend Tash. No matter what
troubles they face, be it tackling the age-old terror of boredom or maybe just helping your baby brother not to be sad
about losing his favorite toy; Together they can create new worlds around themselves, embarking on imaginative
adventures and finding their own creative angle to help solve any problems that life throws at them.
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ToMonCar

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 60 × 3
Genre _ Edutainment

The Mischievous Speed Mania Raymon! The World’s Cutest Minimon!
The Clever Fixer, Pictmon! Sassy AI-Powered Electric Tomoncar, Elecmon!
Powerful heroine yet Warm-hearted Milimon!
Every day in the Toy World where the monster cars live, big and small accidents happen. But Toy Monsters always
help each other to solve problems and learn to cooperate. The adventure in Tomon World now begins!"
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Journey of Long

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 7
Genre _ Slapstick Comedy

A mysterious and majestic dragon, but Long has a problem. Known for his troublemaking ways, Long now needs to
survive in the city! Being a country dragon, Long has arrived in the city with a single goal: to become a chef! Although
Long is able to overcome difficult situations with his unlimited positive energy, becoming the world’s best chef proves
to be a long and bumpy road. Each day Long is ready to take on a new challenge, as he imagines his future as the
world’s best chef... Crazy and exciting challenges await him daily. His epic adventure of becoming the world’s best
chef begins!
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Studio Moggozi
Website. www.moggozi.com
Add. 18, Bucheon-ro 198beon-gil, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)32 623 8344 / E-mail. cuharry@moggozi.com, hayden@moggozi.com

Studio Moggozi was founded in 2009 and is engaged in animation and character planning and production.
Currently, we have a planning team and a production team in Korea and China, and we are creating new
content every year. In addition, Studio Moggozi is actively co-producing with partners in other fields. For
example, toy companies, design companies, and MCN providers are major co-production partners. Studio
Moggozi intends to create a new market by modeling various types of content business.
Seeking : Co-production, Distributor

Screening Now ▶

Little Dreamer GGUDA

Production Year _ 2021, 2022
Eps × Min _ S1: 26 × 7, S2: 26 × 7
Genre _ Preschool Kids’ full CGI TV series

This is a story about 5 kids who enjoy everyday life as they want to be in a tiny beautiful island. They can turn into a
captain of spaceship, an idol of a singer and dancer, a detective of nature, a doctor curing all sickness, and a sports
hero. In their whimsical imaginative world, they can do whatever they want to be to solve the problem.
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Studio TNT Co., Ltd.
Website. https://studiotnt.tv
Add. 1205, 40 Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 3344 0176 / E-mail. lee@studiotnt.tv

STUDIO TNT is the bomb! Specializing in Animation Planning & Production.
Our goal is to create unique content targeted at the ever-changing market by focusing on themes we enjoy
that make an impact with devastating effect.
Seeking : Investor, Co-production, Publisher, Distributor

Screening Now ▶

Hero Circle

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy, Action
Definition _ UHD

Trouble marking kids with supernatural powers are sent to an after school detention so they can use their rebellious
tendencies for good.
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Mushymon Days

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 200 × 1
Genre _ Comedy, Non-Verbal
Definition _ UHD

The weakest monster in the world in the game 'Moshmon' The weakest among the scary monsters and mighty
warriors, he strives to survive the day safely.
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Cubistar

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Drama, Action, Comedy
Definition _ UHD

Davi and her new friends become Cubistars.
Magical guardians bestowed with powers of the stars to maintain the balance between good and evil.
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Synergy Media Inc.
Website. www.synergymedia.co.kr
Add. A-512, 330 Seongam-ro,Mapo-gu, Seoul 03920,Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 540 4124 / Fax. +82 (0)2 540 4125 / E-mail. eugene.kang@synergymedia.co.kr

Synergy Media is the most active original IP producing animation studio in Korea.
Synergy Media seeks to expand its core channels of creative ideas and ideas into synergistic channels.
Based on animation planning and production, distribution, licensing, merchandising, and interactive
content development, we achieve superior content development. Leading trends, expanding into emerging
markets, and pursuing cross-platform, or synergistic, cultural content.
Seeking : Program Buyer, Co-production Partner, Platform Operator, Licensee

Screening Now ▶

Fly! Superboard

Production Year _ In Production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 13
Genre _ Comedy

“Fly, Superboard” is an adventure for Mr. Son and the Team to face enemies, have fun dealing with them and other
problems and finally save the world from Master Son and Monsters while each member has something to get for
himself/herself. In the process, Mr. Son learns to be a true hero with the real freedom
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T-Buster

Production Year _ 2019
Eps × Min _ 52 × 13
Genre _ Comedy Sitcom

“THERE’S SOMETHING GOING ON IN OUR TOWN!”
Hello, I am Tom! I am just an ordinary school boy! These robots popped out of the parcel which I did not order! They
claimed that they were the mercenary robots designed for world domination! Since then, they settled in my house,
and I had no choice but to live with them.
These guys kept asking me for missions and combination!
Most of all, their strong passion for earth conquering never stopped making trouble!
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Beat Monsters

Production Year _ 2017
Eps × Min _ 52 × 2
Genre _ Non-Verbal Comedy

“Tiny Beat Monsters’ Earth Busking Tour”
Rudy plans a busking trip to the Earth and recruits members for his band. And Look at Them! A game addict, selfie
addict, gluttony addict and muscle-building addict. They are just so special, at least to themselves.
Arrived at the Earth, these little monsters are just not noticeable. But sure they are Okay. They play as fancy dictates
them, and they go on a gig whenever they feel like it!
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YOU NEED CHARACTER Co., Ltd.
Website. www.youneedcharacter.com
Add. 4
 01-ho, ICT Cultural Convergence Center, Daewangpangyo-ro 815, Sujeong-gu,
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13449, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 8834 0901 / Fax. +82 (0)50 4098 7635 / E-mail. ync.david@gmail.com
‘YouNeedCharacter’, an animation production studio based in South Korea, is currently in production of
‘CricketPang’, ‘RoseKinder’. a children’s animations.
We are a global character creation & character business company.
We have a lot of experience and know-how on character business.
We are always waiting for a good partner to join us in the fun character projects.
Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, Distributor, Broadcaster
Screening Now ▶

CricketPang

Production Year _ 2020 / In production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comic Situation
Definition _ Full HD

Walkthrough the forest, if you hear the laughter of children, look around.
You never know, You might find
“Pawoo~ Pang the elephant!”, “Hippity-hop, Shasha the rabbit!”, “Energetic, Cash the squirrel!”
“Thump! Oliver the bear.”, “Swift, Ricky the eagle!” living in a small village in the forest.
But be careful! These guys love to play cricket with bouncy balls and bats.
Pang! A stray ball might just fly by. Are they always playing cricket? Not really.
If it brings laughter for everyone, our Cricket Pang friends are always up for fun!
If you are curious to find out why they are laughing, come join us in the forest village to play!
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RoseKinder

Production Year _ 2020 / In production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Comic Situation
Definition _ Full HD

Rose Ping is a lovable troublemaker who loves to play and eat jellies.
She lives in a forest village with her Mama, who loves gardening, and Papa, who loves cooking.
Rose Ping loves to play with her pet Bini at home.
But she loves to play with her friends at Rose Kinder Kindergarten the most!
It’s always fun with friends at Rose Kinder Kindergarten.
Poco the big talker, Albert the great detective, Blue Jay the worrier, and Sleepy, who is always sleepy!
Fun things always happen inside the classroom and out in the playground.
Rose Ping and her friends are ready to learn, experience, and enjoy everything that comes their way!
I wonder what will happen at Rose Kinder Kindergarten today!
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Youngtoys Inc.
Website. www.youngtoys.com/eng/index.do
Add. 9F, Gomwas B/D, 12, Hannam-daero 11-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, South Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3484 0777 / E-mail. Yohan.kim@youngtoys.com

Since its foundation in 1980, Young Toys has been a leader of South Korean kids entertainment industry with its
proprietary animated TV series and toys.
Its flagship boys’ action property, TOBOT, has presences in Over 100 countries On the back of more than 4,200
mins (7 seasons) of produced contents.
Preschool property, Kongsuni and Friends, has become the most beloved TV series and toys among Korean
kids, Kongsuni’s success continues all over the world.
Metalions, other flagship boys’ action adventure TV series and toys, debuted in 2018. Metalions enters into
almost all Asian countries in a partnership with major TV broadcasters and its expansion to other continents.
Seeking : Global Licensee, Game developer, Toy Distributor. TV station, Media platform
Screening Now ▶

TOBOT Galaxy Detectives

Production Year _ 2019 ~ current
Eps × Min _ 120 × 11
Genre _ Boys Action
Definition _ HD

Young detective Tyler discovers a mysterious device later revealed to be Galaxy Weapon One, he accidentally
awakens the TOBOTS: powerful galactic warriors who take the form of Tyler’s RC car collection. Together, Tyler and
the Tobots team up and fight crime around his home, Nav City.
Ready to solve our first case together?
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Metalions

Production Year _ 2018 ~ 2019
Eps × Min _ 104 × 11
Genre _ Boys Action
Definition _ HD

While cleaning his house, eight-year-old Elon finds a summoning device and scooter left behind by his brilliant
scientist grandfather. While riding the scooter and wearing the summoning device on his wrist he gets into a
dangerous situation. Just then, the Archean necklace his grandfather left behind starts lighting up and summons an
ancient Infinite Warrior (a Metalion) named Leo. Leo explains to Elon how he’s a Infinite Warrior and used to be his
grandfather’s friend. Leo asks Elon to help him find all the remaining Archean Stones to restore the Earth’s energy.
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Kongsuni and Friends

Production Year _ 2014 ~ current
Eps × Min _ 104 × 7
Genre _ Pre School
Definition _ HD

For five year-old Kongsuni life is one big, beautiful adventure. Whether it's at home, in school or on the playground,
everyday experiences have a way of becoming exceptional when this little girl is around! She’s flying an airplane
through the clouds. Next, she’s a top chef working on a culinary masterpiece. Then, a superhero swooping in to save
the day. There's never a dull moment in Kongsuni's world! The secret? Her best friend: a magical talking owl named
Seyo. Any awesome scenario that Kongsuni dreams up, Seyo can make into reality with his special powers. And the
coolest part is that no one else knows about him!
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5Bricks
Anyzac Co., Ltd.
AroundEffect Inc.
Aurora World Corporation
CampfireAniworks Co., Ltd.
CGPIXEL STUDIO, Inc.
Character Factory MANGCHI
Chungdahm Media Inc.
COCKTAIL MEDIA CORP.
COMICCITY Co., Ltd.
CrazyBird Studio
Dream Factory Studio
Enpop Co., Ltd.
FunnyFlux
Grafizix Co., Ltd.
H Culture
HAPPYUP
HongDangMoo Inc.
ICONIX Co., Ltd.
J Bugs Co., Ltd.
LOCO
MOSTAPES
Neon Creation Inc.
Ntonic Creative
OCON Inc.
Pixtrend Inc.
Retrobot, Inc.
ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd.
SAMG Animation Co., Ltd.
Smart Study Co., Ltd.
Sprinkles on Top
Studio Aragon Inc.
STUDIO GALE Co., Ltd.
Studio Moggozi
Studio TNT Co., Ltd.
Synergy Media Inc.
YOU NEED CHARACTER Co., Ltd.
Youngtoys Inc.

